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CLASS IV 

 

S.No Title Content 

1 Central Idea  Beliefs and values offer explanations about the world around us and 

what it means to be human.  

2 Lines of Inquiry  Beliefs and values that contribute to the formation and action of 

communities. 

3 Inquiry 

 
 A discussion on communism and Indian National Flag was done 

followed by notes on the same. 

 A video emphasizing  how unity stands out despite different 

cultures and religions was shown followed by a discussion on the 

same  

 A Reflection on the understanding of peace, communism symbol, 

and the National Flag was done. 

 The creation of their own symbol with its significance was done by 

the children as a part of reflecting their own beliefs and values. 

 Sharing The Global Community book was read. 

 Timmy in Tangles book was read. 

4 English   Articles was introduced through an error correction pop-up activity 

followed by workbook exercises. 

 Practice  sentences were  done in classwork note 

 Prose (Treasure Hunt) and Poetry (Foreign land) comprehension 

was done. 

 Listening practice  was conducted. 

 Dictation conducted. 

5 Mathematics  Estimation of product workbook exercises were done. 

 Explanation of the rules with practice sums were given in class 

work. 

 Revision on addition and subtraction was done in class work. 

 Quick Math conducted. 

6 Tamil   L2 : Lesson : Aarainthida vendum 

 Grammar : Recap inai ezhuthukal and nerinai ethirinai. 

Reading: Non-Detail  Theme activity: beliefs and 

values.(ozhukkamudamai thirukural) 

 L3 :  Lesson:  vetri verkkai teaching, class work writing 



7 Hindi   L2 - Introduced पाठ-5 प्रकृति along with hard words. 

Activity: प्रकृति (Poem first 8 lines oral activity conducted) 

 L3- Introduced ऋ, ए and ऐ अक्षर से शुरू होने वाले शब्द और उनसे बने 

तित्र 

Activity: तित्र बनाना ( ऋ, ए and ऐ से शुरू होने वाले शब्दोों के तित्र ) 
 


